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		The modern human animal spends upwards of 11 hours out of every 24 in a state of constant consumption. Not eating, but gorging on information ceaselessly spewed from the screens and speakers we hold dear. Just as we have grown morbidly obese on sugar, fat, and flour—so, too, have we become gluttons for texts, instant messages, emails, RSS feeds, downloads, videos, status updates, and tweets.

	
		We're all battling a storm of distractions, buffeted with notifications and tempted by tasty tidbits of information. And just as too much junk food can lead to obesity, too much junk information can lead to cluelessness. The Information Diet shows you how to thrive in this information glut—what to look for, what to avoid, and how to be selective. In the process, author Clay Johnson explains the role information has played throughout history, and why following his prescribed diet is essential for everyone who strives to be smart, productive, and sane.

	
		In The Information Diet, you will:

		
			Discover why eminent scholars are worried about our state of attention and general intelligence
	
			Examine how today’s media—Big Info—give us exactly what we want: content that confirms our beliefs
	
			Learn to take steps to develop data literacy, attention fitness, and a healthy sense of humor
	
			Become engaged in the economics of information by learning how to reward good information providers
	
			Just like a normal, healthy food diet, The Information Diet is not about consuming less—it’s about finding a healthy balance that works for you
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Remote Sensing for Sustainable Forest ManagementCRC Press, 2001
As remote sensing data and methods have become increasingly complex and varied - and increasingly reliable - so have their uses in forest management. New algorithms have been developed in virtually every aspect of image analysis, from classification to enhancements to estimating parameters. Remote Sensing for Sustainable Forest Management reviews...
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The Book of Knowing: Know How You Think, Change How You FeelAndrews McMeel Publishing, 2020

	A little book for big feelings. 

	

	Informative and accessible, The Book of Knowing is a friendly, therapeutic guide for teens to understand and control their feelings. In 2015, clinical psychologist Gwendoline Smith began a Tumblr blog under the pseudonym Dr. Know. Her Gen Z-friendly approach to CBT (cognitive...
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CosmologyOxford University Press, 2008
This book is unique in the detailed, self-contained, and comprehensive treatment that it gives to the ideas and formulas that are used and tested in modern cosmological research. It divides into two parts, each of which provides enough material for a one-semester graduate course. The first part deals chiefly with the isotropic and homogeneous...
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A Compendium of Neuropsychological Tests: Administration, Norms, and CommentaryOxford University Press, 1998
The Second Edition of this well-known Compendium has been considerably expanded and updated. It contains new chapters on test selection administration and preparation of the client; report writing and the informing interview; executive functions; occupational interest and aptitude; and malingering and symptom validity testing. The first four...
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British Pharmacopoeia 2009Stationery Office, 2008

	The British Pharmacopoeia 2009 is published for the Health Ministers on the recommendation of the Commission on Human Medicines in accordance with section 99(6) of the Medicines Act 1968.


	The Commission on Human Medicines believes that the British Pharmacopoeia contributes significantly to the overall control of the quality of...
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Urban and Regional Data Management: UDMS Annual 2013CRC Press, 2013

	The Urban Data Management Society has organised international symposia at various locations throughout Europe since 1971, and UDMS 2013 marks its second visit to London. From its outset, UDMS has highlighted changes and trends in urban data and urban data management. However, the rate of emergence of new data and new technologies has never...
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